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International, award winning architect and the co-founder of estudio__entresitio. 

Maria Hurtado de Mendoza is an associate professor of architecture at new jersey institute of 

technology. Prior to njit, she taught at madrid school of architecture etsam (her alma mater) 

for 15 years, and at cornell university from 2011 to 2013. 

She is author of a recent book published by actar publishers titled “clinical, an architecture of 

variation with repetition”, a clinical study of a trilogy of health-care centers built by entresitio 

in madrid, spain. Professor hurtado de mendoza was awarded the spanish academy rome prize 

for architecture in 1996. 

Estudio__entresitio is a madrid-ny based practice that is invested in the material actualization 

of the architectural concept. The practice has extensive building experience with an emphasis 

on public work that utilizes novel solutions for what is functional and necessary without 

sacrificing creativity or exploration. A large number of international awards and recognitions 

for projects, and especially for built work, speak to the attention that entresitio's work gives to 

spatial thinking and tectonics. 

Estudio__entresitio has enjoyed much attention. In 2007, architectural record selected the 

firm as design vanguard, helping their work to be published and seen in many countries. Their 

built work has received more than 50 awards and honorable mentions and their projects have 

placed in more than 20 competitions. The firm participated in the 10th, 11th and 13th (2016) 

beau spanish biennial of architecture and urbanism, the 7th biau iberoamerican biennial of 

architecture and urbanism, the 7th, 10th and 15th (2016) venice biennale, and received the 

archdaily “building of the year 2012” in the health care category, for this clinics trilogy in 

madrid and “premio coam 2014”, acsa design faculty award, the boston society of architects 

bsa housing design award 2014 and the 2014 “wan house of the year” award for the 

#house#1.130. They are winners of the 1st prize (together with pacheco ea) in the 

international competition for the museum of memory currentlu under construction in bogotá, 

colombia. entresitio is currently working in the new infraestructures for club de mar-mallorca 

and recently finished a single family "house on red" built in wood. 




